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Abstract 
The advent of anonymizing networks assured that users 
could access internet services with complete privacy 
avoiding any possible hindrance. This arrangement where 
series of routers form a network, hide the user’s IP address 
from the server. However malfeasance of few 
malpractitioners has left this system with a loophole where 
users make use of this anonymity to deface popular 
websites. Administrators who cannot practically block a 
user using IP address are forced to shut all possible nodes 
that lead to exit. Thus deny access to both behaving and 
non-behaving users altogether. And so end up blocking 
users with no compromise to their anonymity. Hence we 
propose a system which is undogmatic with different 
servers. Thus we aim at giving the administrator the right 
to block the malicious user without hindering the 
anonymity of the rest. 
Keywords: Anonymizing networks, blacklisting, 
symmetric cryptography, Tor, pseudonym, Netsec ticket, 
Subnet-based blocking, Rate-limiting, Non-frame ability, 
Anonymous authentication, backward unlinkability, 
subjective blacklisting, rate-limited anonymous 
connections, revocation auditability. 

1. Introduction  

We propose a system with following 
features: Anonymous authentication, backward 
unlink ability, subjective blacklisting, fast 
authentication speeds, rate-limited anonymous 
connections and revocation auditability (where users 

can verify whether they have been blacklisted). In 
this system we aim to generate Netsecs, which are 
not easy to connect, however a stream of these 
Netsecs assures we a simulation to anonymous 
access. Here we provide a means where the website 
administrator can block user without knowing his IP 
address (i.e. through pseudonym generated: which is 
a random secret identity with the pseudonym 
manager) without hindering the remaining network. 
User also has his complete privacy without having to 
compromise until he behaves. 

2. Related Work  

Anonymous credential systems like 
Camenisch and Lysyanskaya’s [9, 10] use group 
signatures for anonymous authentication, wherein 
individual users are anonymous among a group of 
registered users. Non-revocable group signatures 
such as Ring signatures [14]provide no 
accountability and thus do not satisfy our needs to 
protect servers from misbehaving users. Basic group 
signatures [3, 4, 2, 12] allow revocation of 
anonymity by no one except the group manager. As 
only the group manager can revoke a user’s 
anonymity, servers have no way of linking signatures 
to previous ones and must query the group manager 
for every signature; this lack of scalability makes it 
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unsuitable for our goals. 

Traceable signatures allow the group 
manager to release a trapdoor that allows all 
signatures generated by a particular user to be traced; 
such an approach does not provide the backward 
anonymity that we desire, where a user’s accesses 
before the complaint remain anonymous. 
Specifically, if the server is interested in blocking 
only future accesses of bad users, then such 
reduction of user anonymity is unnecessarily drastic. 
And misbehaving users should be blocked from 
making further connections after a complaint. 

In some systems, misbehavior can be 
defined precisely. For instance, double-spending of 
an ―e-coinǁ is considered misbehavior in 
anonymous electronic cash systems [1,11]. Likewise, 
compact e-cash [6], k-times anonymous 
authentication [10] and periodic n times anonymous 
authentication [5] deem a user to be misbehaving if 
she authenticates―too manyǁ times. In these cases, 

convincing evidence of misbehavior is easily 
collected and fair judgment of misbehavior can be 
ensured. While such approaches can encourage 
certain kinds of fair behavior in anonymizing.It is 
difficult to map more complex notions of 
misbehavior onto “double spending” or related 
approaches. It may be difficult to precisely define 
what it means to” deface a webpage” and for 
Wikipedia to prove to a trusted party that a particular 
webpage was defaced. How can the user be sure 
these proofs are accurate and fairly judged? Can we 
avoid the problem of judging misbehavior entirely? 
In this paper we answer affirmatively by proposing a 
system that does not require proof of misbehavior. 
Websites may complain about users for any reason; 
our system ensures users are informed of complaints 
against them, thus “making everybody happy” except 
of course, the misbehaving users, who remain 
anonymous but are denied access. 

Existing System 

Verifier-Local Revocation (VLR): In order to 
overcome the problem of lack of backward 
unlinkability 

VLR was introduced in 2004 by Dan Boneh and 
Hovav Shacham.This was an approach of 
membership revocation in group signatures known as 
verifier-local revocation. In this approach, only 
verifiers are involved in the revocation process, 
while there is no involvement of the signers. Thus, 
since signers have no load, this approach is suitable 
for mobile environments. This stratagem satisfies 
backward unlinkability to some extent. The 

backward unlinkability means that even after a 
member is revoked, signatures produced by the 
member before the revocation remains anonymous. 
Verifier-local revocation requires the server to 
perform only local updates during revocation. 
Therefore, there will be a lot of burden on the server. 
Advantages of existing system are : 1)Local updating 
is possible 2)Backward unlinkability 

There are many solutions for the problems 
and difficulties in anonymous networks. But each 
method has some limitations and issues. They are 
like: In pseudonym Systems, every individual will be 
known to the other user by a pseudonym which is 
blacklisted if a user misbehaves. But this results in 
pseudonymity for all users and weakens the 
anonymity. And,also the users are prevented from 
sharing their pseudonyms. 

Group signature is a method by which a 
member of a group anonymously signs the message 
on behalf of the group. Here, the server sends 
complaints to the Group Manager (GM) if a user 
misbehaves which lacks scalability. Traceable 
signatures traces the signatures signed by a single 
party without opening the signature and revealing the 
identities of any other users. It does not provide 
backward unlinkability, wherein the previously 
collected signatures remain anonymous even after 
the signer’s revocation. Since there is no backward 
unlinkabilty, there will be no subjective blacklisting. 
Subjective blacklisting is the process by which the 
server can blacklist the user for whatever reason the 
server desires. 

Drawbacks 
 
Heavy computation at the server side 

Time squander 

Less Secure 

Hence, due to the unsatisfied results of the 
existing systems, we have implemented the new 
Netsec system which can give us the fruitful results 
which we need. 

3. Proposed System  

We present a secure system called Netsec, 
which provides all the following properties: 
anonymous authentication, backward unlinkability, 
subjective blacklisting, fast authentication speeds, 
rate-limited anonymous connections, revocation 
auditability Without additional information, these 
properties are computationally hard to link,and hence 
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using Netsec, we simulate anonymous access to 
services. Websites, however, can blacklist users by 
obtaining a seed for a particular Netsec, allowing 
them to link future  from the same user — those used 
before the complaint remain unlinkable. Servers can 
therefore blacklist anonymous users without 
knowledge of their IP addresses while allowing 
behaving users to connect anonymously. In fact, any 
number of anonymizing networks can rely on the 
same Netsec system, blacklisting anonymous users 
regardless of their anonymizing network(s) of choice 

 

Blacklisting anonymous users: We provide a 
means by which servers can blacklist users of an 
anonymizing network while maintaining their 
privacy. 

 

Practical performance: Our protocol makes use 
of inexpensive symmetric cryptographic operations 
to significantly outperform the alternatives. 

 

Open-source implementation: With the goal of 
contributing a workable system, we have built an 
open source implementation of Netsec, which is 
publicly available. I provide performance statistics to 
show that our system is indeed practical. 

 

3.1 Advantages 
 

1. Intends to bind identity of an anonymous user to a 
pseudonym, generated from user’s IP address. This 
idea enables a server to complain about misbehavior 
of a user and blacklist his future tickets.  

 

2. Honest users remain anonymous, &blacklist 
future connections of particular users and their 
requests remain unlinkable.  
 

3. All connections of a blacklisted user before the 
complaint will remain anonymous.  

 

4. A user can check whether he is blacklisted or not 
at the beginning of a connection.  

 

5. Users are aware of their blacklist status before 
accessing a service.  

6. Servers can blacklist users for whatever reason, 
and the privacy of blacklisted users is maintained.  
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3.2 Mathematical Model 
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4. System Overview 

4.1 Implemented Modules 

4.1.1 Netsec Manager 

Servers have the right to blacklist anonymous users 
without having to know their IP addresses while 
allowing behaving users to stay intact anonymously. 
The system ensures the user has complete knowledge 
about being blacklisted, that he should disconnect 
immediately if they are blacklisted. Although our 
work applies to anonym zing networks in general, we 
consider Tor for purposes of exposition. In fact, any 
number of anonym zing networks can rely on the 
same Netsec system, blacklisting anonymous users 
regardless of their anonym zing network(s) of choice. 

4.1.2. Pseudonym Manager 

The user must first contact the Pseudonym 
Manager (PM) and demonstrate control over a 
resource; for IP-address blocking, the user must 
connect to the PM directly (i.e., not through a known 
anonym zing network), ensuring that the same 
pseudonym is always issued for the same resource. 

4.1.3. Blacklisting a User 

Users who make use of anonym zing 
networks expect their connections to be anonymous. 
If a server obtains a seed for that user, however, it 
can link that user’s subsequent connections. It is of 
utmost importance, then, that users be notified of 
their blacklist status before they present a Netsec 
ticket to a server. In our system, the user can 
download the server’s blacklist and verify her status. 
If blacklisted, the user disconnects immediately. 

IP-address blocking employed by Internet 
services. There are, however, some inherent 
limitations to using IP addresses as the scarce 
resource. If a user can obtain multiple addresses she 
can circumvent both Netsec-based and regular IP-
address blocking. Subnet-based blocking alleviates 
this problem, and while it is possible to modify our 
system to support subnet-based blocking, new 
privacy challenges emerge; a more thorough 
description is left for future work. 

4.1.4. Netsec-Authenticated Connection 

Blacklist ability assures that any honest 
server can indeed block misbehaving users. 
Specifically, if an honest server complains about a 
user that misbehaved in the current linkability 
window, the complaint will be successful and the 
user will not be able to ―Netsec-connect,ǁ i.e., 

establish a Netsec-authenticated connection, to the 
server successfully in subsequent time periods of that 
linkability window.Rate-limiting assures any honest 
server that no user can successfully Netsec-connect 
to it more than once within any single time period. 
Non-frame ability guarantees that any honest user 
who is legitimate according to an honest server can 
Netsec-connect to that server. This prevents an 
attacker from framing a legitimate honest user, e.g., 
by getting the user blacklisted for someone else’s 
misbehavior. This property assumes each user has a 
single unique identity.When IP addresses are used as 
the identity, it is possible for a user to ―frameǁ an 
honest user who later obtains the same IP address. 
Non-frameability holds true only against attackers 
with different identities (IP addresses). A user is 
legitimate according to a server if she has not been 
blacklisted by the server, and has not exceeded the 
rate limit of establishing Netsec-connections. Honest 
servers must be able to differentiate between 
legitimate and illegitimate users. 

Anonymity protects the anonymity of 
honest users, regardless of their legitimacy according 
to the (possibly corrupt) server; the server cannot 
learn any more information beyond whether the user 
behind (an attempt to make) a Netsec-connection is 
legitimate or illegitimate 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Pseudonym Manager 
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Fig.2 Netsec Manager 

5. Features  

Anonymous Authentication: Anonymous 
authentication allows any user to access any public 
content without providing a user name and password 
challenge to the client browser. If some content 
should be viewed only by selected users, you must 
configure the appropriate permissions to prevent 
anonymous users from accessing that content. If you 
want only registered users to view selected content, 
configure an authentication method for that content 
that requires a user name and password. 

Backward Unlinkability: Backward unlinkability 
means that even after a user is revoked, signatures 
produced by the user before the revocation remains 
anonymous. However, all the signatures produced 
from the revoked user are linkable. This means that 
the anonymity of signatures produced before the 
revocation is compromised. In some cases that all 
signatures from an illegal person should be traced. 
The approaches without backward unlinkability need 
to pay careful attention to when and why a user must 
have all their connections linked and users must 
worry about whether their behaviors will be judged 
fairly. 

Fast Authentication Speed: In Netsec system 
there is a fast Authentication speed that implies the 
presence of a database to provide persistent data to 
be used as a part of the verification process. 
Database access must be kept to a minimum so that 
the request/response process remains fast and 
uninhibited by database overhead. 

Revocation Auditability: In this the user can 
check whether he is blacklisted or not and if he is 

blacklisted then the user can be revoked 

Subjective Blacklisting: if the authorized server 
complains about a user that misbehaved in the 
current linkability window, the complaint will be 
successful and the user will not be able to a Netsec-
authenticated connection. 

Anonymity :A user is legitimate according to a 
server if user has not been blacklisted by the server, 
and has not exceeded the rate limit of establishing 
Netsec connections. Honest servers must be able to 
differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate 
users. 

Non-frameability : It guarantees that any honest 
user who is legitimate according to an honest server 
can Netsec connect to that server. This prevents an 
attacker from framing a legitimate honest user. 

Rate limited anonymous connection: Rate-
limiting assures any honest server that no user can 
successfully Netsec-connect to it more than once 
within any single time period. 

6. Future Scope 

Our Netsec project can be extended in next 
version called Netsec and also can be developed on 
android platform. We are expecting that our work 
will increase the mainstream acceptance of 
anonymizing networks such as Tor, which has thus 
far been completely blocked by several services 
because of users who abuse their anonymity. By 
providing a mechanism for server administrators to 
block anonymous misbehaving users, we hope to 
make the use of anonymizing networks such as Tor 
more acceptable for server administrators 
everywhere. All users remain anonymous 
misbehaving users can be blocked without de - 
anonymization, and their activity prior to being 
blocked remain unlinkable 

This work can also be extended into a 
multiple rounds of pseudonym construction in which 
the PM participates in multiple rounds of 
communication with the user. Another enhancement 
would be is to provide service providers with the 
ability to detect repeat offenders and revoke these 
users’ access for longer durations of time. 

7. Conclusion 

We have proposed and built a 
comprehensive credential system called Netsec, 
which can be used to add a layer of accountability to 
any publicly known anonymizing network. Our new 
design is not only scalable and robust, but also 
securer under various types of attacks. A new system 
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is proposed that adds an additional layer of security 
to the anonymous networks. 

In Our system we tried to blacklist user’s 
activities, we have considered several types of 
attacks. This system is used to block the misbehaving 
users in anonymizing networks. It automatically 
finds the misbehaving user and blacklists them 
without affecting their privacy and anonymity. This 
adds one more layer of security to the system. The 
proposed method motivates the need for dynamic 
forgiveness and security in anonymous networks and 
this system will increase the acceptance of 
anonymous networks that is blocked by several 
services because of users who misuse their 
anonymity 
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